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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A recentconcernarose over the treatment of uncertaintyassociatedwiththe K-
Reactoraxial power monitors(APMs), There are nineaxial power monitor rods
located at various positions in the K-Reactor core. By comparing the output of
one sensor near the top of the rod to the output of another sensor near the
bottom of the rod, the relative ratio of the neutron flux from the top to the bottom
of the core can be determined. "l'his ratio is called the roof-top-ratio 'RTR) and is
the output of a top sensor (Sensor 2) divided by the output of a bohom sensor
(Sensor 6).

i

The RTR is important to the safety analyses because when the RTR is
maintained within certain ranges, the severity of reactivity transients is limited,
At low powers the Technical Specifications do not require any limits to be
placed on the RTR. At a specified intermediate power level the range is set as
an RTR reading between 0.80 and 1.2. As power is increased to a higher level
the RTR range is tightened to 0.90 and 1.1.

There are uncertainties associated with the equipment's ability to measure the
true roof top ratio, lt was determined recently that sufficient uncertainty was not
accounted for either in reactor operation or in the safety analyses. The concern
about uncertainty was addressed for three separate issues. One issue dealt
with the linear response of the sensors for power ranges planned for K-Reactor
operation. The second issue dealt with overall uncertainty in the RTR channel.
The third issue dealt with apparent large ranges in confidence bands for the
RTR at low reactor powers as represented by original vendor data. Plots of
sparse vendor data indicated unacceptably large uncertainties in RTR would
have to be accounted for at the power ranges planned for K-Reactor operation.
These concerns were brought to management's attention through the existing
procedures '_'r notification, irrespective of their potential impact on the restart
schedule.

Analyses have been completed to resolve the APM issues described above, and
work is progressing to take the needed steps to change operationaSprocedures,
Control Computer software, and the startup test program to assure the RTR
uncertainties used in the safety analyses remain valid. The uncertainty in RTR,
which is different for each APM rod, was accountedfor by repeatingthe safety ,¢_'

analyses at 30% of historical power (720 MW; limitingcase) for the affected `_ :iireactivity transients using RTR ranges consistentwith the current Technical
Specification limits and calculationai uncertainties. A range of 0.66 to 1.46 is _
now allowed for in the safety analyses, while the TechnicS,SpeC'tfl_,_,,:_shave
been left unchanged. An uncertainty I_andof :t:<10%has been determined by , r ' '_

testing recently performed by the vendor on a rod of K-Reactor design and by
tests conducted on the actual rods in the K-Reactor tank. The data that has been ':
obtained indicates very little non-linearity exist_ in the power range of interest for
K-Reactor operation. The small non-linear effects that do exist are now
accounted for in the overall channel uncertainty values determined from the tests
performed by both the vendor and at K-Reactor and studies on the rest of the
channel. These tests have eliminated the unacceptably large uncertainty in RTR
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from the original vendor d_,taat low powers. The unacceptably large uncertainty
was assessed to be an artifact of: 1) only three data points being fit in the
unacceptably large uncertainty range from the original vendor data, 2) the
method of fitting the data, and 3) an error in the recording of the zero-power
sensor readings on the test rig.

The path forward is to incorporate the appropriate bias factors in the Control
Computer. Work will proceed to modify the Power Ascension Prograrn in order
to assess the validity of the biases. This will require calibrating the APMs with

, the Traveling Wire Flux Monitor (TWFM) data and modifying the Control
_ Computer software to accept the biases that are determined. In addition, the
_; analog to digital converter (ADC) will be rescaled to decrease the uncertainty in
_;;_ the channel that determines the RTR. This work is being incorporated into the
, power ascension testing already planned.

In conclusion, the appropriate RTR measurement uncertainty has been included
,, in the safety analyses, and power ascension can proceed with confidence that

the axial power profile can be maintained within acceptable ranges.
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1 q INTRODUCTION

This report describes resolutionof concerns over the axial power monitors
(APMs) as they are used to measurethe roof-top-ratio(RTR) whichis a measure
of relativepowerbetweenthe top and the bottom of the core. The APMs are
shown in Figures1-1 through Figure 1-5. Figure 1-1 showsthe locationof the
rods as they appear in the K-Reactortank. Figure1-2 showsthe individual
sensors alongthe axial lengthof the rods. A detaileddescriptionof an APM rod
is shown in Figures 1-3 through1'5. , :

The power density throughout the K-Reactor core is not homogeneous but
varies from regions of relatively high to relatively low power. These different _'
power density regions exist due to varying fuel densities, poison buildup,,
neutron reflectors, and rod insertion configurations. The reactor's three
dimensional power distributions are represented with radial and axial profiles.

Imbalances in power, either radially or axially, can have adverse effects on
safety margins.

In order to specify limits that preserve the safety envelope and to implement a
standard method of control, several ratios have been developed to characterize
the core's radial and axial power shapes within the Technical Specifications for
K-Reactor (Reference 1). One measure is the roof:top, ratio (RTR) which is used
to characterize single peaked flux shapes and is defined as the ratio of the
power density approximately 1/4 of the way from the top of the core (sensor 2) to
approximately 3/4 of the way from the top of the core (sensor 6). Depending on
the core's power shape _he RTR will be greater than, less than, or equal to one.

The APMs are self calibrating gamma thermometers (SCGT) that were
manufactured by the Delta-M Corporation. They are used to measure the axial
power profile. There are nine APM rods in the reactor (three per gang) that are
inserted into one-inch positions. These rods contain seven sensors along their
axial length. Using the information from the APMs, reactor operators use partial
length rods to control the RTR within Technical Specification limits.

Technical Specification 3.2.2 sets two ranges for the FiTRs depenCing on power
level. These ranges are 0.80 - 1.20 from the Instrument Shape Applicability
Limit (ISAL) to the Power Shape Applicability Limit (PSAL) and 0.90 - 1.10 from
PSAL to full power. ISAL is defined as a 7 °C AT (= 270 MW) and PSAL is "_'_
defined as a 13 °C _T (= 580 MW). The RTRs on the individual APMs must be
maintained within these bounds to preserve the safety analyses.

Physics parameters used in the safety anatyses are computed for certain
ranges of RTR values. The safety analyses that use these physics parameters
are valid only for those specific ranges of RTI.,',values. Therefore, an increase or
decrease in the maximum and minimum RTR _,aluesdefined in the T_chnical
Specifications could cause physics parameters used in the safety analyses,
such as reactivity addition values, to increase. An increase in the reactivity
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addition values used in the safety analyses could be severe enough to violate
the ccrrent safety analyses,

The APM rods were initially designed and procured when operating levels for
the SRS reactors were around 2400 MW. Since that time, the planned reactor
operating power has been reduced to 720 MW. The Savannah River
Technology Center (SRTC) performed testing to determine if the rods
responded linearly at the low power ranges expected during reactor operation.
During the test program irl March, it became apparent that the uncertainty in

,,, measuring the RTR may be lar_er than that assumed in the physics analysis.
" Subsequent revi,ewof the physics data showed that a 2.2% uncertainty in the
i_" O0ntnolComputer reading for RTR was accommodated.

_ Ali of the origina! vendor data was analyzed for the RTR measurement. The
data showed good measurement accuracy at high power levels in the APM rods
(high millivolt [mV]), but as the power in the rods decreased, the measurement
accuracy decreased. This was a cause of concern because it appeared to
result in an unacceptably large RTR uncertainty.

Action was taken to determine the total channel uncertainty in the Control
Computer channel. This channel uncertainty includes the sensor and ali
associated component uncertainties and needs to be accounted for in
comparing measured RTR values to the Technical Specification limits.

The path forward was to determine what corrective actions needed to be taken
to assure that the safety envelope is always maintained. This was done through
testing, data gathering, statistical analysis of the data, statistical uncertainty
anclysis of the processing channels, and changes to procedures and Control
Computer software.

' "" _" i ......

4
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Figure 1-1
Reactor APM Locations
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Figure 1,,2
Sensor Locations
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Figure 1-3
APM Rod Axial Cross Section
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Figure 1-4
APM Rod Longitudinal Cross-Section
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Figure 1-5 ' _%!
Thimble Orientation
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' SR_ Data

Two currentK-Reactortype SCGT APM rodswere evaluatedvia in-coretesting
in 1984. One was evaluated in K-Reactor and one was evaluated in C-Reactor.

, Most of the data acquisition for these rods was at 100% reactor power (2400
'_ MW). However, during the first startup after the current K-Reactor type APM rod

was installedin C-Reactor, data was recorded at and below 75 MW. This data
shows that the SCGT APM rod can monitor the reactor axial power shape from

_ below 75 MW to 2400 MW. No TWFM data was taken below 60% power for
i_' . comparison or to determine uncertainties.

. The 1984 data demonstrated that the current K-Reactor type APM rod had
adequate sensitivity to monitor the reactor at 300 MW. The next concern was
linearity of the APM response. The vendor supplied test data ._howedlinear

; APM responseat powerdensities from 0.5 to 6 watts/gram from simulated
gamma heating, However, startuptests plannedfor K-Reactor required the
APM rodsto be operatedas lowas 0.05 watts per gram. To demonstrate
linearityinthis region,tests were performedon the nineSCGT APM rods
installedin K-Reactorusingthe rod'sinternalheaters. The internalheaters
simulate reactorgamma heating. The power to this heater can be vaded to
simulategamma heatingfrom 0 to 1.9 watts/gram. The data fromthese tests
were gathered by both the APM data acquisitionsystem(DAS) and tt,e Control
Computer.

Resultsof the K-Reactor internalheatertest showedlinearoperationof the
SCGT APM rodsfrom 0.0 to 1.9 watts/gram. Although eachsensor
demonstrateda linearresponse,the slopeswere different for each sensor. This
difference is primarily due to deviations in the segmented internal heater output.
To prove this, it was decided to perform a Joule heating test on a spare SCGT
APM rod. Joule heating of the entire rod more accurately simulates the reactor
gamma heating but this test cannot be performed on the APMs installed in K-
Reactor. The SCGT APM must be removed from the one-inch reactor

' instrument thimble positionto perform this test.
=

_z " A test was performedon spare APM rod #003 using a configuredtest
,_- apparatus. The one-inch reactor instrumentthimble was cut away and the

ii TWFM guide tube removedto allow access to each end of the SCGT assemblyto connectthe DC power supply. A section of the instrument thimble was used
_. as the _r jacket to simulate reactorconditions,

_J_`_i_""_`i;i_```_`i'`_`!_;_`_`;_```_Be_jts_fthese_test$agai5_h_wedlinear response of each sensor. They also
_"_ _ showed significantly less difference in the slope of each detector. This proved

,_ that the internal heaterwas a major contributorto differences in the slopes of
the SCGT APM sensor responsesin K-Reactor. Internalheater tests were
repeatedon the APM rodsin K-Reactor and the Joule heatingtest apparatusto
obtain statisticalinformation.

__ l 0
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Tests were conducted on an APM rod (#39) at the vendor's facility in Oak Ridge,
Tennessee. In these tests, several parameters were varied to determine the
response of the rods at the powers anticipated during reactor operations.
The parameters included:

1 type of heating - Joule or internal cable

2. surrounding conditions - flow speed and direction .... _:_:_,::
3. spacer heating effects

The goal of these tests was to determine the uncertainty associatei:l,withsignals
from the rods and the uncertainty associated with the roof-top-ratio (RTR). !ii

The test rod was placed in a jacket (nominal 1-inch lD) through which water
flowed. The water through the jacket was metered and the direction of flow
could be changed. Electrical connections were made to facilitate Joule heating
and internal cable heating of the rod. The signal (in mV) from each of the
differential thermocouples was measured and the power input to each sensor
was determined from the current input and the resistance of the sensor heater.
In general, a set of data was collected by incrementally varying the rod power
from low power, to high power, then to low power again. At each step, five data
points were collected. In this fashion, measurement uncertaintyand hysterisis
effectscouldbe assessed.

• Delta-M Cable Iteating Data

The current to the internalcable heater in the rodwas variedto yieldpower
densitiesof 0.0 watts/gramto 2.6 watts/gramcorrespondingto sensorsignalsof
0.0 mV to about4 mV respectively. The flowconditionsforthe testwere 0.2 ft
persecond (fps)flowingfromsensor7 to sensor1. This is referredto as
forwardflowand correspondsto flowfromthe bottomto the topof the reactor.

Data scatterfor individualsensorswas very smallthroughoutthe power range
studiedas evidencedin Figure 2-7, whichshowsthe data for Sensor2 as well
as the leastsquareslinearand quadraticcurve fitsdrawnthroughthe data.
Clearly, the responseis very linear. Anyeffectof scatter is, of course,magnified
when calculatingthe RTR as the signalfrom Sensor2 is dividedbythat of

Sensor 6. The RTR data is shownin Figure2-8 as a functionof the power .S_
density. For the mostpart,the RTR is lessthanunity,indicatingthat the signal .....ilfrom Sensor6 is greater than that of Sensor2. Thus, a bias exists.

,,.

This bias can be correctedin the followingfashion. Fora groupof data,
determine the average valuesof the Sensor2 and Sensor 6 signals. With
these values,the difference between the averagesis found and dividedby the
value of Sensor2 to obtaina relativeerror. This can then be applied to ali
Sensor 6 valueswithinthe groupto obtainmodifiedSensor 6 values. The RTR
based on the modifiedSensor 6 value is also shownin Figure2-8. Clearly, the

ll
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, corrected RTR value is very near unity, thereby confirming the ability of the
modification method to correct the signal bias.

The confidence intervals for the predicted (from the individual sensor
quadratics) uncorrected RTR values are displayed in Figure 2-9. These show
that the RTR confidence interval value has a value for less than 5 percent for
sensor signals in excess of about 0.2 mV.

• Delta-M Joule Iteating

'__ :':I_ :! _TeStSStmilarto tho_e de.seabed'ab0ve were conducted using Joule heatina
' ' r . .t_:I .... a_ff_ ttlS,n_¢abteheating. The signals from Sensor 2 are shown _nF_gure2-10
_i " along with the best fit linear and quadratic curves through the data. Again the
_i_,_' data appears well behaved and nearly linear throughout the test range. The
"_ RTR data generated 'i'romthe data is displayed in Figure 2-11 for both the

uncorrected and corrected average RTR values. As before, the corrected
values of RTR are very near unity. The scatter in the uncorrected data isdue to
hysterisis effects. Confidence intervals for the uncorrected, predicted RTR
values are shown in Figure 2-12 and remain below 10 percent _orsensor signal
value in excess of about 0.25 mV.

• Delta-M Flow Direction and Spacer Influence

Scopingtests were conductedto assessthe impact of an external heat
source/sinkextedorto the rodin the neighborhoodof the Sensor6 cold
junction. Furthermore,the influenceof the flowdirectionwas also assessed. In
Figure2-13, the effectsof a spacer (witha spacer and withouta spacer) and

", flow direction (forward flow (FF), reverse flow (RF), and no flow (NF)) on RTR
_ values are shown. The total variation between ali cases is about 13 percent

(RTR values from 0.91 to 1.03). The highest RTR values are found for the case
when there is no flow and no spacer (the cold junction of Sensor 6 is most
insulated). On the other hand, the minimum RTR values are found with forward
flow with a spacer (a heat sink is in the neighborhood of the cold junction).

. Delta-M Spacer Heating

Inthe reactor,the spacerwillbe heatedby gamma radiation. To modelthis, a
resistancetemperaturedetector (RTD) was epoxiedintoa small-diameter

:._. (about 0.085 inch) hole drilled intoa prototypicspacer and located
!_ approximately 1116inch fromthe rod surface. This RTD was heated by electric
i_ current to provide,effectively, a point sourceof heat embedded within the
'_ spacer. Thus, this test does not model the actual reactor situationin a
...... _ completely prototypicfashion as the spacer is not uniformly heated throughout_., ,_',',i_,_!,,,;_; !_ ,-, _.',

as it would be in the reactor.

RTR results are shown in Figure 2-14 for various rod power densities and
spacer (RTD) powers. When the spacer power is high relative to the rod power
density, the impact on the uncorrected RTR (based on raw signals) can be
substantial. With no spacer heat input, the RTR values are typically about 0.91
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in this case. However, with a RTD heat input of about 9 watts, the RTR values
become about 1.11. Thus, in this case, the RTR has been changed by a factor
of 22 percent. For cases within no flow and spacer heating, the RTR
consistently rises (by as mucll as about 30 percent for spacer powe,'s between
0 and 9 W) with increased spacer power as shown in Figure 2-15.

Summary oL_SRS and Delt_-M Test Data

The APM rodshave been rigorouslytested inthe rangeof powerexpected for
K-Reactoroperation. Whilethe uncertaintyinthe sensoroutputfor a given set
of exteriorconditionsis low,the flowdirectionand the presenceof a heated
spacer near Sensor 6 does contribute to significantoverall uncertainties _,
including bias in the APM measurame_._tof the RTR. The uncertainty in RTR
exhibited by the Delta-M data and K-R¢,_ctortests is similar. Signal
uncertainties at low rod powers reportea previously by the vendor have been
greatly reduced by taking more data in the range of interest and by a more
careful test setup, In particular the very large uncertainties seen in the original
Delta-M data have been discredited. Other uncertainties in the RTR as
determined by the APM rods may be present in the reactordue to the L,nknown _"
degree of spacer heating in the reactor.

J
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Figure 2-1
Joule Heating Test
APM Rod Serial #003
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Figure 2-3
1984 APM Data - C Area
from below 75 MW to 2400 MW
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Figure 2-5
Data from K Area
APM Rod #5
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Figure 2.7 APM Rod 39 • Cable Dat_
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3.0 CHANNEL STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Backaround

", The channel statistical analysis (CSA)followed the methodology used in the
, commercial nuclear industry to investigate the potential sources of channel
• uncertainties. The CSA considered the path from the APM sensor output to the
:i. Control Computer. The millivolt(mV) signalsgenerated by the APM sensors
' are applied to the ControlComputer throughthe junction boxes, a crossbar

switch,a noisefilter, andan analog to digitalconverter (ADC). The Control
Computeruses thisinput inthe softwarealgorithms,to calculate the roof-top-

"!_,_: , ratio (RTR), consistingof the Sensor2 and Sensor 6 inputs. The RTR provides
+__:_!....' informationon the axial power profile within the reactor.

_'_'/__ Evaluation Analysis and Results,

i Data taken fromthe K-ReactorAPM rodsandthe methodologyappliedfor
statisticalanalysiswere evaluated and consideredto be an adequate
representationof the sensoruncertainties. The channel signalpath uncertainty
is composedof the uncertaintyassociatedwith the ADC. The junctionboxes,
crossbarswitches,and noise filterdo notcontributeany uncertaintiesto the
processedsignal. Each time a sensoris read by the ControlComputer,the
ADC channel uncertaintyis appliedto the sensoruncertaintyto givethe total
uncertaintyof the sensorinput as processedby the ControlComputer. The
worstcase contributionfor the channeluncertaintyof tile ADC is 10 _,_V

.: deviation pervendor specifications,witha one-sidedboundaryon the error,for
i the 10 mV scale. The full scale input range is + 10 mV. Forexample, a 4 mV

sensor responseafter the ADC couldresultin a readingof 4.01 mV or 3.99 mV.
The sensor and channel uncertaintieswere accountedfor withinthe same

, statisticalmodelas described inthe "StatisticalAnalysis"Section4.0. The
followingassumptionswere made for the ADC uncertaintiesassociatedwith
each sensoroutputfor use in the statisticalmodel' it is randomerror;errors
among sensorsare independentbecausethey are read at differenttimes;the
expected error is zero when the ADC is properlycalibrated;the error is nom_aily
distributed;and the error is additiveto the sensormV value. This resultwas
incorporatedintothe RTR statisticalanalysisdescribedin Section4.0.

4.0 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
#

Backarourl_

_ Th_'i_lad olth_ AxialPower Monitor(APM) statisticalanalysiswas to
L._,,,,..,._,.,_.._:.,...,..,._:,,__ __e__i_e _i_95% confidencethattheextremesoftheran e ofRTR'i" i_,_ ,i,i,'_i.!,_",_-,_'_,_'_'_,,..........._..",, ,_'...................... -- . . . ' g
,_,_ .................. _ _ aresu_cient when uncerteJnt=esare conssderedto ensure that

Technical Specificationlimitson RTR are adequate.

Data available forthisstatisticalanalysishas been described in Section2, Test
Data. Specificallythe Axial Power Monitor- Data AcquisitionSystem(APM-

,DAS) data for the nine APM rods installedin K-Reactor were analyzed.
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Although a detailed analysis of the Delta-M data was not undertaken, a review
of their data indicated that they are consistent with the SRS observations.

An anomaly was identified in the data for APM rod #6 which will be addressed
in the discussion of results. To gain insight into this anomaly, the data taken
with the K-Reactor Control Computer were analyzed.

_.tistical Method

A statistical methodology was developed WhiCPidefinedthe_RTR,asa function of ....... "
the watts per gram applied to one of the sensors (Sensor 6) usedt0' CalCulate _
RTR and the power ratio (Sensor 2 divided by Sensor 6). The statistical ' _,_.
methodology was designed to account for the calibration data for the individual
sensors provided by Delta-M at the time of rod shipment, the uncertainty
(including bias) in the experimental data taken at SRS, and the channel
uncertainty analysis, which was discussed in Section 3 "Channel Statistical
Analysis." From these data and the application of propagationof error
techniques to the RTR function, the predicted function value and its variance
can be computed, This statistical methodology was implemented by using the
SAS" System Software developed by the SAS Institute Inc.

A team, independent of the development and analysis team, reviewed the
statistical method to ensure its validity for this application. The review team
performed a line-by-line review of the SAS" softwarecode to ensure its correct
implementation. Ad hoc checks verified the results from the SASTM system.

and Results

Section5.0 "Safety Analysis"describesthe importanceof assudng that the RTR
is withinspecificlimits. Thusthe key result of the statisticalanalysisis a
determinationat a 95% confidencelevel of the extremesof the RTR rangethat
can result from reactoroperation.

As described in Section2.0 "TestData"the experimentaldata base has recently
been considerablyaugmented. Reactordata was taken for rods#1 through#4
inthe range of APM rodheatingrates from 0.01 to 0.3 wattsper gram which
correspondsapproximatelyto the range 20 to 600 MW reactorpower,
dependingon rod lo,cation and the axial powershape. For rods #5 through#9
data was taken upto 2 wattsper gram, whichis the APM roddesignrange, with
emphasis on the regionfrom0.01 to 0.3 wattsper gram. The expecteddetector ....t_
responsefor270 MW is showninTable 4-1.

The resultsof the analysisof calibrationdata, takenon the installedrodswittl 6
DC pump flow,showthat Sensor 2 and Sensor6 havedifferentsensitivitiesin
the installedconfiguration.This means that the ratioof Serlsor2 to Sensor6 is
notunityfor uniforminternalheatinginput. Figure4-1 shows the calibration
data for Sem3ors2 and 6 for APM rod #3 and Rgure 4-2 showsthe calibration
data for APM l,od #8. This biasis steadyand repeatableover the range of data
taken in the rea_or and is a differentvalue foreach rod.
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The statistical analysis results are shown in Tables 4-2, 4-3, and 4-4 for heating
rates of 0.15, 0.2, and 0.3 watts per gram, respectively. These heating rates
correspond approximately to the sensor outputs of 0.4, 0.53, and 0.8 mV. The
tables show the one sigma uncertainty in a single reading of RTR around the
mean. This quantity is the combination of the spread around the calibration
curve and the signal processing or channel uncertainty from Section 3.0. lt is
provided to indicate the repeatability of the RTR readings. The table also
provides the average value of the bias over the range of data to 0.3 watts pergram.

:{_ , tt is :notedthat rod @6 rshows an anomalousuncertaintyvalue and bias when ali
,_, _, the'data upto 2 watts per gram are considered. The data for rod#6 are shown

in Figure 4-3. The results illustratedin Figure 4-3 for rod#6 have been
confirmed by an alternate method (Control Computer data logging) and have
been demonstrated to be repeatable. The data for ali other rods in this group
followthe patternof rod #8 (Figure 4-2) indicatingthat somesensorsin rod #6
are anomalousin certain ranges. Sensors2 and 6 are well behavedin the
range of interest(below 1 watt/gram)and may be consideredfunctionalfor
determiningRTR. However,it is apparentthat rod 6 mustbe considered
suspect. Seven out of the nine rodsare requiredfor reactoroperationper
TechnicalSpecifications,so if necessaryrod six may be declaredinoperable,
and reactoroperationcan continue withinthe analyzed safetybasis.

The tablesshowthe extremesof RTR that would resultfromreactoroperationif
nocorrectiOnIs made forthe bias and also if a separatebias is applied to the
RTR fromeach rod. These extremesare calculatedat the 95% confidencelevel
and assume forthe low value that the observedRTR is 0.8 andfor the highvalue thai the observedRTR is 1.2.

f
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Table 4-1

TYPICAL APM DETECTOR RESPONSE
Nominal Detector Response at 270 MW (ISAL) and RTR = 1,0

t i, .... ,i,Hi ii ii

APMPOSITION# APMSERIAL,,# WATTS/GRAM . ,. OUTPUT(mV) ___
6 21 0.16 0.43

9 ' 30 0.25 0.67

5 19 0.25 0.67 _,

7 16 0.30 0.78 _ :'
"_' ¢i

8 24 0.30 0.79
i

4 33 0.32 0.83

3 32 0.33 0.86

2 15 0.35 0.91

.! 20 ....0.36 0.95._ i i i i= ....

: Table 4-2

SUMMARY OF APM ROD ROOF-TOP-RATiO UNCERTAINTIES

HEATING RATE = 0.15 watts/gram (,-.-=0.4 mV)

.... Reactor " RTR Uncertainties Bias' uncorrectedRTR BiasedRTR
Position at 1_ aboutthe (Note2) (Min-Max) (MIn- Max)

CalibrationMean 95% Confidence 95% Confidence
(Note1) .... (Note3) (Note3).

Rod #1 2.67% 0.843 0.900 - 1.508 0.753 - 1'.254

Rod #2 1.93% 0.962 0.809 t.290 0.770 - 1.240

Rod #3 2.82% 0.900 0.839 - 1.400 0.750 - 1.255

Rod #4 2.09% 0.850 0.894 - 1.471 0.764 - 1.247

Rod #6 (Note 4) 2.48% 1.002 0.754 - 1.260 0.754 - 1.258
i,i ,j i i i i ii i i ii

Rod #5 3.11% 0.859 0.874 - 1.470 0.748 - 1.264

Rod #6 13.15=/= 1.044 0.553 - 1.373 0.577 - 1.433 '_!_
.,

Rod #7 3.28% 0.865 0.868 - 1.368 0.7_5- ,1,265 ....

Rod #9 3.64% 0.883 " 0.872- 1.440 0,739_,:1.272_ . ,_, _
i i ii i .., _ ._J I __

Note 1. The first set of entries in this colu_'_ are based on data from 0.01 to 0.4
watts/gram, the second is based on 0.01 to 1.9 watts/gram.
Note 2. In ali cases this is the average bias from 0.1 to 0.3 watts/gram.
Note 3, For an observed operating band of 0.8 to 1.20.

' Note 4. This entry for Rod #6 uses data only from the range 0.01 to 0.4 watts/gram.
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Table 4-2

SUMMARY OF APM ROD ROOF-TOP-RATIO UNCERTAINTIES

HEATING RATE = 0.20 watts/gram (= 0.53 mV)
', i t i

Reactor RTi=l-Uncertainties Bias UncorrectedRTR BiasedR'f''--_="_=_ _
Position at letaboutthe (Note2) (MIn- Max) (Min- Max)

'_ CalibrationMean 95% Confidence 95% Confidence
,,: , (Noto,1) ......... (Note3) (Noto3)

:' Rod #1 2.01% 0.843 0.912- 1.495 0.764- 1.241-

',ii _.... ' Rod #2 1.46% 0.962 0.807- 1.281 0,775- 1.230

:ii,,.,_"' Rod #3 2.12% 0.900 0.844- 1.376 0.762- 1.241
Rod #4 1.58% 0.850 0.896- 1.460 0,772- 1.232

,, Rod #6 (Note 4) 1.86% 1.002 0.761 - 1.241 0,763- 1 243

Rod #5 2.34% 0.859 0.890- 1.454 0.760- 1,249

Rod #6 9.90% 1.044 0.603-1.322 0,630-1.380

Rod #7 2.47% 0.865 0.880-1.352 0.758-1.250

Rod #8 2,82"/o 0.815 0.930-1.543 0.752-1.256

, _Rg_d_ ..... 2.74% ..... 0.8.83 0.857-1.447 0.753-1.256

Note 1. The first set of entdes in this column are based on data from 0.01 to 0.4
watts/gram, the second is based on 0.01 to 1,9 watts/gram.
Note 2. In ali oases this is the average bias from O.1 to 0.3 watts/gram.
Note 3. For an observq_l Operating band of 0.8 to 1.20.
Note 4. This entry for Rod #6 uses data only from the range 0.01 to 0.4 watts/gram.
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Table 4-4

SUMMARY OF APM ROD ROOF-TOP-RATIO UNCERTAINTIES
HEATING RATE = 0.30 watts/gram (-=0.8 mV)

.........Reactor .... RTRUncertalntles Bias _ UncorrectedRTR BiasedRTR
Position at la aboutthe (Note2) (Min-Max) (Mtn-Max)

CalitxationMean _ 95% Confidence 95% Confidence
(Note1) ........... (Note3) (Note3)

Rod #1 1.36% 0.843 0,924-1;488 0,776 _'1:23;1_'_
' il

Rod #2 0.98% 0.962 ....0.807 'i_,_1 3 0.783- 1,222' ,_

Rod #3 1.42% 0.900 0.856 - 1.37_" 0_,775- 1.232 !!i_i_;:

Rod #4 1.06% 0.850 0.920- 1.465 0.781 =:i.224. _

Rod #6 (Note 4) ! .25%. 1.002 ........ 0..775 - 1.227 0,777. - 1.229 ....
Rod #5 1.57% 0.859 0.903-1.437 0.773-1.234

Rod #6 6.66% 1.044 0.653- 1.270 0.682-1.326

Rod #7 1.65% 0.865 0.894-1.437 0.771-1.234

Rod #8 1.89% 0.815 0.944 - 1.525 0.767- 1.239

Rod #9 1.84% 0.883 0,871 - 1.407 0.768- 1.239

Note 1. The first set of entdes in this column are based on data from 0.01 to 0.4
watts/gram, the second is based on 0.01 to 1.9 watts/gram.
Note 2. In ali cases this is the average bias from 0.1 to 0.3 watts/gram.
Note 3. For an observed operating band of 0.8 to 1.20.
Note 4. This entry for Rod #6 uses data only from the range 0.01 to 0.4 watts/gram.

z
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Figure 4..1 i

CALIBRATION DATA FROM APM ROD 3
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FIGURE4-3
CALIBRATION DATA FROM APM ROD 6
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5.0 SAFETY ANALYSIS

Safety analyses have been performed to confirm that the conclusions of the
Safety Analysis Report (SAR) are not affected by the APM rod uncertainty
allowances described previously in Section 4.0. Therefore, the APMs are
adequate to support safe operation of K-Reactor up to 720 MW (30% of
historical power).

The safety analyses employ coupled neutronic and thermal-hydraulic computer
simulations of the vadous desig_'_basisevents (DBEs) described in the SAR.

_ ,,, These simulationsprovideboundingestimates or predictionsof the maximum
.,_. fuel assembly effluent temperatureduring each transient The predi_led

t?' temperatures are then compared to acceptance criteria, which are based on the
Flow Instability(FI)limit.

Several types of reactor physics parameters (such as power distribution
peaking factors, reactivity addition rates, temperature coefficients of reactivity,
and safety rod reactivity worths) are key inputs to the safety analysis
calculations. Physicsparameters used in the simulation of each DBE are
generated for a range of different initial (pre-accident) control rod
configurations, as-built core compositions (including variations in moderator
D20 content), cycle exposures (i.e., time in the cycle), xenon-135
concentrations, andthree-dimensional power distributions. The power
distributions are characterized by several descriptive parameters, such as roof-
top-ratio (RTR) and radial shape factor (RSF). Bounding setsof physics

* parameters were used in the safetyanalysiscalculationsfor each DBE,
=

Physicsparameterswere generatedfor an increasedrangeof RTR values
extendingfrom0.66 to 1.46. Sensitivityanalyseswere performedto evaluate
the impact of the moresevere physicsdata onthe safety analysiscalculations
as a resultof extendingthe RTR range. These sensitivityanalyses,whichwere
performed in parallel withthe physicsanalyses, were performedfor operationat
30% of historicalpower-, the maximum power level currentlyallowedba_sd on
the Gamma Heating phaseof the Lossof Coolant Accident(LOCA-GH).

These sensitivityanalyseswere limited to the types of transients that are
potentiallyaffected by changesin axial powerdistributions:Control Rod

. WithdrawalAccidents (Single and Gang, including Seismic) and Single (Part-
i length) ControlRod InsertionAccident. The sensitivityanalysesfocusedon the
_ AnticipatedTransientWithoutScram (A'rWS) analyses of these events which
_ii are_th_most limitingbecause of the slower responseof the mitigationsystem.
_ K-Re_6_*A'I_,,q eyents are mitigatedby the SupplementarySafety System

y ,t

The safety analysis sensitivity calculationsdemonstrated that the safety analysis
acceptancecdteda are met even with the more severe physicsparameters
basedon the 0.66-to-1.46 rangein RTR values. Thus,these analyses
confirmedthat the conclusionsof the SAR are notaffectedby the largerAPM

r
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rod uncertainty allowances provided the observed RTR values remain within the _
Technical Specification, l',t_,_lts.'

6.0 OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

The ControlComputersscanAPM sensordata and displaythe RTR for the
operatorat the nuclearconsole. Includedin the ControlComputer
programmingis an APM operabilitycheckto verifythe sensorsare responding
and the RTR iswithina rangeOf 0.5 to 3.0. Changesto thisprogrammingwill
be made to accommodate lower poweroperati0n_nd new APM test data. The
first modificationwill be to set tr_eminimumall0wabie$enso_,signaltqi0.31 mV !i:i_
and begin automaticallychecking this value when reactor power is 250'MW or._ :,
greater. Because ISAL is 270 MW, this reasOnablenesscheckwilldetecta bad "
sensor (thus an inoperableAPM rod)priorto reactorpowerbeing raised __
beyond ISAL and intoa powerrange withinwhichAPM operabilityis required
by TechnicalSpecification3.2.2. Recent test data as discussedin Section 4.0
providesevidencethat sensor readingsabove 0.31 mV have uncertainties
whichare boundedbythe safetyanalysis. The analogto digitalconverterscale
is also beingchangedto the 10 mV scalefromthe 20 mV to be consistentwith
the expected rangeof poweroperation.

In addition,the recentdata also indicatea significantbias may exist in the
measuredRTR forthe APM rodsinthe reactor. A ControlComputerprogram
changewillbe madeto allowone biasfactorper rodto be entered. Inputof the
bias factorswillbe changed throughthe formalControlComputerchange
process. Inthisway the RTR as observedbythe operatorwillbe the corrected
value. The bias is expected to be flowand powerdependentso the factors may
have to be changedduringthe Power AscensionProgram.

Historically,the TravellingWire Flux Monitor(TWFM) was usedto calibratethe
APMs. A referencedsteel wire was remotelyinsertedintoan APM thimble,
irradiatedfor a definedpedod of time, and thenwithdrawnpast a scintillation
detector. Thisdetector measuresthe inducedactivityin the wire. The
magnitudeof the activitywas indicativeof the neutronfluxthat was seenby the
wire. Thusthe axialprofileof the neutronfluxcan be determinedand compared
withthe APM. Withthe old APMs, a setof resistorsassociatedwith each sensor
wouldbe adjusted suchthat the sensoroutputwouldmatcll the readingof the
TW_

The newAPMs do net have the capabilityto have individualsensoroutputs ...." '_'
adjusted. Prototypesof the new rodstested in C-Reactor showedexcellent i
agreement withthe TWFM's at the powerlevelsof interestat that time. There is .....'' ,
limitedin-reactorexpedencewiththe TWFM's and new APMs at low reactor

. powersand thereforecomparison runshad already been scheduledas part of
the PowerAscensionTest Program. Due to the recentexperimentally
determinedbias in the RTRs based on cable heatingtest in K-Reactor,the data
obtainedfrom the TWFM's willbe used in conjunctionwith at-powercable
heatingtests to determinethe appropdatebias factor.
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RTR recorderson the graphic panel receive input directly from the APM sensors
(i,e, independent of the Control Computers), Therefore, the RTRs that are
displayed on the recorder chart will not be corrected by the bias factor in the
Control Computer. The primary purpose of this recorder is to generate an alarm
if the RTR drifts outside its required range. In addition, the recorder is observed
by the operators during level operation and rod repositioning as a meansof
confirming the axial power shape is not approaching its limits. The operator also
has a Control Computer terminal at the nuclear console which displays the
gang average RTRs at ali times, Also, a Control Computer program can be

:, ..............................initiatedat any time which printsout RTRs for al! APM rods.

::_":':":':_.,'.,:'"'=i," ,'TheRTR r_rder_il C_bhtlnueiObeusedby theoperatortowatchforRTR

_,!,:_"' '": ,,,..,changes'"_u_willnotbe relieduponforabsolutevalues,The ControlCompuler
,_;'i.. :" will be usedto obtainthe actual RTRs. In addition,modificationsto the alarm
_'_ actuationcircuitwill be made so that the operatoris warnedwhen the RTR is

outsideof its specifiedrange.

7.0 PROCEDURE CHANGES

TechnicalSpecification3.2.2 LimitingConditionfor Operation(LCO) F requires
7 of 9 APMs to be operableincludingAPM #1 or #2, when poweris greater than
or equal to the instrumentShape ApplicabilityLimit (ISAL). Surveillance

, Requirement(SR) 3.2.2.9 requiresthat testingbe performedto demonstrate
operabilityof the APMs priorto entry intoreactoroperation.Performanceof
testing in accordancewiththis SR demonstratesthat the APMs are responding
to simulatedsignals. This testingis requiredto be performed priorto entryinto
reactoroperationand monthlyduringreactoroperation. This is currently
accomplishedthroughcom,_letionof DPSOL-1137A. No modificationto
DPSOL-1137A is required.

Once the ISALpower level is reached,TechnicalSpecification3.2.2 LCO G
becomesapplicable. LCO G requiresali operableAPMs to have axial power
ratios(RTRs) withinthe limitsdefinedin Table 3.2.2.3. Performanceof testing
per SR 3.2.2.3 ensuresthat the conditionsof LCO G are met. Becauseof the
uncertaintiesassociatedwiththe APMs, their outputmustbe at a specified
minimumvotltage(ensudng instrumentaccuracy)priorto determiningthe values
required for LCO G. To addressthis issue,the procedurewhichimplementsSR
3.2.2.9, DPSOL-1158, willbe modifiedto checkthe outputvoltagesof the APMs
priorto obtainingthe values whichdeterminecompliancewith Table 3.2.2-3.

:_ This check willpreventthe use of inaccuratemonitors. If the APMs are not
_i respondingat their minimumvoltagesat ISAL, they mustbe declared
_, inoperableand the actionsrequiredby LCO conditionsF and G taken.

_"_'__'_"_"........_" DuringsubsequentAPM testingper DPSOL-1158 (whichis requiredper SR
3.2.2.3 at = 12 hourfrequency),those APMs which had previouslybeen
declared inoperableshould have their minimumvoltagesrechecked. This
recheck is necessarybecause en increasein reactorpowershouldincrease the
APM outputvoltage,withthe resultbeingAPMs which had previouslyhad
voltagesbelow the minimumrequiredvalues now havingacceptablevoltage

32
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readings. II this occurs,the formerly inoperableAPMs nowmeet their
acceptancecriteriaand they shouldbe declaredoperable.

The Technical Specificationas writtenwill adequately ensure APM operability
during reactor operation. DPSOL-1158, whichensures the requirementsof SR
3.2,2.3 are met, willbe modifiedto take intoaccountAPM t;ncertaintiesat low
powerand will providean additionaloperabilitycheck at ISALand above.

8.0 STARTUP TEST CHANGES

The followingactivitiesrelated to APM performancewere scheduledas partof _
the Startup/PowerAscensionTestingprogram(Reactor SpecialProcedure
(RSP) 90-007) priorto thisprogram assessingAPM uncertainty.

• Comparisons of obsorved/cslculsted axial power shapes

These comparisonswill be made at procedurally-specifiedpower levels. For
the startup/powerascensiontesting, RSP 90-007 directsthat no power shaping
be done untilISAL is reached to allowcomparisonsof observedpower shapes
with predictions. The RSP requiresno powershapingbelow ISALto allow
predictionsfor differentia_rodworths.

. Recording of the exlallradlal power shapes

As above, the axial powershapes are providedbythe ControlComputerfrom
monitoringof signalsfromthe APM rods. Controlrod configurationchanges
wouldoccur as a resultof: 1) power levelchanges,2) rodadjustmentsto
change powersllape, 3) rod adjustmentsto respondto fissionproductbuilO-

: in/decay/burnup,and 4) control rodadjustmentsassociatedwith the =-power
testingof partial rodwoilhs (RSP 90-007-11 and RSP 90-007-12). The power
shape data are intendedfor post-testanalysis aimed towardsimproving
capabilitiesto predictpower shapesfor specifiedcontrol rodconfigurations.

• Comparison of APM data with TWFM date

RSP 90-007 requiresa co_son of APM data with TWFM data for each
APM rodM 6(1%_ The implementingprocedure_sRSP 90007-14 which
requi_s that two ¢onstslentTWFM traces be providedfor eachAPM rod. APM
sensordam rud lmm the contmtcomputer are comparedtodtgltlz_¢1== ,j

PM sensor IooorCllr_W its lmportancs to the RTR determ_on |l_uud _

(_ml_n_e_ar_!co.n_.Mmthe=moordsmforeachrodto,meoo_ngdata. RSP90-007.14m(_ APM,TWFMagreementof10%orbeaw. The
TWFMtracesare_ usingOPSOI.shtstorlc_lyusedforTW*FMoperation.
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• APM-DAS

As part of the data-gatheringinstrumentationfor the shutdowntest._(RSP 90-
007-15, -17, and-18), a data acquisitionsystem (DAS) that monitorsali sensor
signalson ali APM rods,samplingeach signal a minimumof 40 timesper
second has been installedin K-Reactor. The APM-DAS continuouslyscansthe
APM sensorsand presentstheirvoltage signalon the terminalscreen, The
APM-DAS has capabilityto storeabout20 minutesof continuousAPM data,
beingdesigned to onlybe usedto monitorAPM responseduring a SCRAM or a
SSS injection. The APM-DAS may be on-lineat any time providingreal-time

_, ,., ' presentationof APM sensorsignals,withoutstoringthe data. The APM-DAS is
_,,.,._" situatednextto the Power AscensionData AcquisitionSystem (PADAS) behind
tP the controlrod trim panels inthe CCR.

The followingenhancementsare being made (and willbe in place priorto
startup)to RSP 90-007 to expandthe amountof APM data and provideoptions
to manipulatethe ,datain realtime to provideadditionalinformationto
operationsand test personnel.

• APM.TWFM csalbratlons

RSP 90-007 is being revisedto requireperformanceof RSP 90-007-14 at;two
specifiedpower levels to provideverificationof APM operaUonpriorto attaining
power levels at or above ISAL. No additionalcalibrationshave been specified
in RSP 90-007-14, butextensivereviewsof the APM and TWFM data by
technical personnelwillbe performedto assess the operationaluncertaintyof
the APM sensors. Assessmentof expectedTWFM responseto irradiationtime
and reactorpower is in progress. TWFM irradiationtime has been increasedto
maintainthe total fluenceseen by the TWFM wire similarto the fluenceat
previousoperatingpowor levels.

• APM-DAS

An expansionof the programmingof the APM-DAS withthe followingoptions
has been initiated:

- Providea correctedsensorrea(lingfor each APM sensor of the form
Vc. CO + CI"Vr + C2"Vr"2

!_,r,'.... whereVr is the uncorrectedsensor reading,Vc is the correctedsensor

ii::,:,."i'_'.........,:.,_,,_,._..,_.......:......... reB:tlng,_ Co, CI, and C2 are coefficients.

i!_;'__:_'!_ "'..............At_e_ry of the co_n coefficientsby the user for each sensor
each rod. Coefficientsmay be derivedfrom APM-TWFM

comparisons.

: Providepresent.on on terrnimdof the correctedand uncorrected
sensor reacUng=for each sensor in each APM rod.
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I_vide presentation on terminal of RTR for each APM rod and gang-
average RTR using corrected and uncorrected sensor readings°

9.0 CONCLUSION

Through the existing internal DOE-contractorprocessesof review and . .. ..... _.._,,,,,_.,...,_
procedure compliance, a problemwith the determinationof reef-top-ratiowas ,,
identified. Analyses have been completedto resolvethe APM issuesde_dbed
above, and work is progressingto take the needed stepsto chartgeoperational = "
procedure%_)ntrol computersoftware,and the startuptest programto assure ' ':
the RTR urflBrtaintiesused in the safety analysesremainvalid. The appropriate lid

' RTR meas_/i'ementuncertaintyhas been included in the safetyanalyses, and
powerascensioncan proceedwithconfidencethat the axial powerprofilecan
be maintainedwithinacceptable ranges.
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